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TRACING INDIVIDUAL PUBLIC TRANSPORT CUSTOMERS
FROM AN ANONYMOUS TRANSACTION DATABASE
G. Tseytin, M. Hofmann, M. O’Mahony and D. Lyons
ABSTRACT
Data mining concepts are used frequently throughout the transportation research
sector. This paper uses the concept of the market basket technique on public
transport users as a means of gaining more insight into their transport demands.
The paper proposes a method that uses various data attributes of passenger records
to infer the same customer in a different week i.e attempts to track the same
customer from week to week. The general idea behind the measure is that, if two
records are considered similar, ideally every trip in one customer record should have
a close counterpart in the other record. The research develops a similarity function
and this aims to maximise the percentage of positive ticket identification over a
number of weeks. Once similarity has been established, the travel patterns of
customers can be useful in helping the operator identify new routes, new timetables
and strategic decisions in relation to satisfying public transport customer demands.
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INTRODUCTION
This study is a response to the suggestion from McCarthy (2001) who argued that
regular customers of a supermarket might be recognizable from patterns of their
choices registered in Electronic Point of Sale (EPOS) data, and this would help
determine their long-term histories and behaviours (Chen et al., 2004). Obviously,
it depends on the range of options available for each customer and on the total
number of customers e.g. in the case of a fast food restaurant offering 5 types of
sandwiches and 5 types of drinks and servicing 1000 persons daily it may be
difficult to recognise a person by his/her pattern of choices.
An attempt is made to trace individual customers from an anonymous
transaction database. The aim is to infer relations of passenger behaviour that have
not been noticed or at least have not been confirmed previously. Finding potential
relations among the entities that are not directly represented in the data are
considered to be as important as relations of entities that are directly represented in
the data. For example, can the travel patterns of bus passengers tell us about their
work routine, shopping or spare time behaviour? Mahmassani (1997) elaborates on
the importance of the dynamics of commuter behaviour and provides an overview,
focusing on day-to-day dynamics.
The main focus of the paper is to develop a method that facilitates finding
record sets of routine passengers which then can be used to further analyse
passenger behaviours and dynamics. The paper provides a brief background of the
research project and elaborates on the dataset which was used as an input source. A
novel method that measures similarity between passenger records is then
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introduced. Finally the paper presents the results after applying the method to a
subset of the entire data source.

OVERVIEW
In this study, magnetic strip card tickets from a public transport operator are
considered. The operator provides bus services in a medium sized European city.
Train services are provided by another company within the same group of
companies. There is a predominant arterial movement of public transport services
towards the city centre in the morning peak periods satisfying a well recognised
demand and out of the city in the evenings. The tickets are issued by the public
group of companies of which the operator is one. There was no competition in the
market at the time of the data collection for this research either from other bus
companies or other modes such as rail.
This type of ticket is generally the primary source of passenger data (Boyle,
1998). Wayfarer has manufactured the registration system used by the operator. A
magnetic strip card reader at the entrance of a bus verifies a ticket; its serial number
is copied into internal memory of the device, and then onto a magnetic tape. Other
events registered on the same tape are the start of a bus journey, and arrival at a
specific stage (stages are just selected bus stops, and random stops between the
stages are not registered). The date and time of day, type of ticket, and route number
are registered along with these events. Further, the data from every bus are copied
into the transactional database.
There are many different types of prepaid magnetic card tickets, and we will
consider only weekly types (valid for a single week, starting on Sunday) and
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monthly types, valid for one calendar month. Within a week, a customer is not
anonymous because all trip records for the same customer carry the same serial
number of the ticket. All such trips taken together are comparable to a basket of
items bought from a supermarket in a single visit. But in the next week the same
customer (who is expected to use the same type of prepaid card) will have a
different serial number. The question is whether we can identify weekly ticket users
from different weeks by analysing their trip patterns.
The segmentation of the permanent stored data is on the transactional level,
which means that data is stored permanently of each passenger boarding (Furth,
2000). This applies regardless of whether the passenger pays with cash or has a prepaid magnetic strip card. Each piece/attribute of data is recorded as a twentycharacter string stored in ASCII text form. Data for a single day varies from 3-6
MB, depending on whether it is for a weekday, weekend, or public holiday. The file
for each day averages roughly 74,000 pre-paid ticket validations.
Tickets of monthly types, largely similar to weekly tickets, give an
opportunity to verify whatever techniques we propose for customer identification,
because they retain the same serial number throughout the month. Of course, we
have to exclude weeks spanning two months, which leaves us with verification
material for 3 (sometimes 4) consecutive weeks. This paper presents the results
obtained for weekly portions of customer records for monthly ticket types, where
the accuracy of the results can be evaluated from known customer identities.
Evaluation of the same techniques for weekly types will be discussed as a separate
problem.
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THE DATA
The general course of processing is as follows. The “raw” data from a number of
daily files are scanned sequentially. Dates and times of day contained in the records
for the start of a bus journey and for the arrival at each stage are propagated to ticket
records, along with the route number, direction number (“0” or “1”), and stage
number (unique bus stop ID). Some corrupt data can be rejected at this stage. The
type of every ticket is examined, and only tickets of selected types go to further
processing. The enhanced ticket records are then split by weeks, and finally the
week files are sorted by customer numbers (the ticket type is treated as part of the
customer number), whereupon they can be split into weekly records of individual
customers. A weekly record consists of a sequence of trips, each trip has the day of
the week and the time of day, route number, direction number, and stage number.
There is no information about where the customer alighted. The average number of
trips per week per passenger is approximately 13.
The next step is to convert the route and stage data to geographical
coordinates so we can see for any two trips if they started at close locations or not.
Geographical coordinates of each stage (there are approximately 1000 stages) are
known. From the direction of the trip (one of the two alternatives) we can derive the
list of stages ahead of the boarding stage and approximate the intended direction of
the customer. Some very short weekly records (3 or fewer trips per week) as well as
some considered corrupt (too quick a movement between geographically remote
points) have been excluded.

So the objective of this study is to see whether

customers can be identified by their weekly “baskets” each containing about 13 trips
starting from a choice of about 1000 locations.
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Table 1 shows the contents of a sample basket from the week starting
December 6, 1998, ticket type 691 (Weekly Student City Zone) and ticket number
6197. The columns show the day of the week, time of departure, stage coordinates
in metres and stage name (typically the error in the coordinates is within 50 meters
which is sufficient to enable identification of a particular bus stop).

1
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
5
5
6
6

18:10
10:49
17:48
10:18
13:45
14:03
18:05
18:52
10:31
10:01
17:55
10:23
20:21

(315103,236331)
(313271,238298)
(315103,236331)
(313274,238771)
(314876,235889)
(315914,234568)
(316801,231620)
(315759,235769)
(313272,239125)
(313520,238632)
(315103,236331)
(313272,239125)
(312888,240248)

Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop

A
B
A
C
D
E
F
G
H
G
A
B
I

Table 1: Sample basket of ticket # 6197

Table 2 shows another basket, starting 13th December, with the same ticket type
691 but a different ticket serial number 6201. This basket was chosen to be similar
to the preceding basket displayed in Table 1 and it is a plausible hypothesis that it
was the same person in both cases. However, there is no way of verifying the
hypothesis because tickets of type 691 are only valid within a week. This is the
reason why in the following discussion we will concentrate on monthly types where
the serial numbers provide a clue.

1
1
2
2
3
3
3
4

10:27
18:01
10:34
18:04
10:31
20:41
23:11
10:35

(313274,238771)
(315103,236331)
(313274,238771)
(315103,236331)
(313274,238771)
(313274,238771)
(315899,235067)
(313271,238298)

Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop

B
A
C
A
C
C
J
B
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4
5
6
6
6
6

18:08
10:36
10:32
11:19
12:17
17:35

(315103,236331)
(313274,238771)
(313272,239125)
(314876,235889)
(315914,234568)
(315103,236331)

Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop

B
C
C
D
E
B

Table 2: Sample basket of ticket # 6201

The following ticket types were considered (the attached numbers show the number
of customers, after the filtering, for one sample week, starting 6th September):

Ticket Type
433
457
705
710

Description
Monthly Adult Short Hop Bus/Rail
Monthly Student Short Hop Bus/Rail
Monthly Adult City zone (Airings...)
Monthly Adult Travelwide

Issued Tickets
622
1216
397
160

Table 3: Ticket types

Unfortunately, most popular weekly ticket types have more customers (e.g., type
671, Weekly Adult City zone, has about 9000 customers weekly). Hence customer
identification for those types is far more difficult than in the cases with known
answers.

MEASURING SIMILARITY BETWEEN CUSTOMER
RECORDS
The simplest idea for finding the same customer in a different week is to define a
measure of similarity between two customer records and then to look for the best
match for a specific customer record. The general idea behind the measure is that, if
two records are considered similar, ideally every trip in one customer record (denote
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it by R) should have a close counterpart in the other record (denoted by R′). The
idea of identifying similarity between customers was used prior to this work in the
retail sector but this is the first time it has been used on public transport magnetic
ticket data and on public transport customers. Of course we have then to define
which single trip is considered similar to which other trip; a trip being defined by
the starting location, direction and time of day (we ignore day of week for the time
being), this should be defined in terms of closeness of the components. If the
closeness were defined as a Boolean function with only two values we could solve a
discrete task of assigning to each trip in R a close trip in R′ (a sort of assignment
problem). Using a fuzzy approach, by which each trip in R is matched with each trip
in R′, producing a numeric value. This will be high for similar trips and close to
zero for differing trips. If we add together the values for all pairs, only the pairs
with a good match will contribute significantly to the sum. So, the higher the sum,
the better the match.
The similarity function is defined in several stages:
•

Defining the weight of a trip

•

Estimating the direction vector of a trip

•

Comparing two trips from different customer records

•

Consolidating data per starting location

•

Symmetrisation

•

Defining scaling factors
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Some of the stages were added during experiments, but no estimation was
made of the effect of every single improvement, though the general impression was
that each of them improved performance slightly.

Defining the weight of a trip
There are two reasons to ascribe different weights to trips. One is that a trip is
regarded not as an independent choice of the customer, but rather as a completion of
the preceding trip because the customer had to change buses. This can be decided on
the basis of the time elapsed since the previous boarding and the distance between
the two locations. Distances are computed just as Euclidean distances, without
reference to streets of the town or barriers like railways, rivers and canals. The
estimation of the probable speed takes account of early morning and late evening
hours when speed is higher because traffic is low, as well as of special express
routes with few intermediate stops (recognized by route number); estimated ratio of
“town distance” to Euclidean distance is included in the constants used.
If the distance estimated from the time interval between the two boardings
and the estimated speed turns out to be less than actual (Euclidean) distance the
weight of the trip is decreased by multiplying it by the ratio of the two distances.
The other reason for weighting is frequency of stages. It is expected that a
rarely used stage should contribute more to the differentiation of customers than a
more popular stage (e.g., a location in the centre of the town). The weight factor
reflecting this is taken to be proportional to the negative logarithm of the stage
frequency (the intuition behind this function is that in other tasks, based on the
maximum likelihood principle, logarithms of frequencies have to be added together
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— no other serious reason, but a function with a similar behaviour has to be chosen
in any case).

Estimating the direction vector of a trip
The length of the vector will correspond to the degree of certainty; it can be 1, 0.25,
or zero (if there is no information about the direction). If this trip is followed by
another trip taken on the same day, and the trip starts from a different location, the
estimation of the direction is based on the next starting location. From all stages
ahead on the same route a stage closest to the next location is sought, and if it is
actually closer to the next location than to the starting location of the current trip,
the direction from the current location to that stage is taken, with the length of the
direction vector equal to 1. If there is no information about stages ahead we take the
direction to the next starting location, with the vector length equal to 0.25. If there
is no next trip on the same day, the best guess for direction is the farthest stage
ahead. In that case the length of the distance vector is also 0.25.

Comparing two trips from different customer records
A similarity measure between two trips is defined as a fraction with the
denominator based on the distances between the corresponding parameters of the
two trips, so the higher the distances the lower the value.
The denominator consists of 1 plus squared distance between the starting
locations, divided by an appropriate scaling factor, plus squared difference between
the starting times of day, also divided by an appropriate scaling factor. The scaling
factors will be discussed later on.
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The numerator consists of the product of the weights of the two trips
multiplied by 1 plus the scalar product of the two direction vectors (thus in the
worst case, when the direction vectors are opposite and both of length 1, the
similarity will be reduced to zero).

Consolidating data per starting locations
Typically, several trips in a customer record have the same starting location (e.g., in
daily commuting from home to work). Bringing together all data for the same
starting location should help estimate the role of this location in the other customer
record. For a location in R, we add up similarity scores for all trips in R starting
from this location and all trips in R′, as defined in the preceding section, to obtain a
relevant figure. In this addition, some trips clearly not related to the current location
will have a contribution close to 0, but it is the higher values, corresponding to
similar trips, that matter, and their sum, divided by the sum of all weights from R′
(which were used as factors in each of the constituent scores). This will estimate
the role of the chosen location from R and is denoted by Z. It will be compared
with W, the total weight of the trips from R, starting at the location in question.
The maximum possible value for Z is 2W (attained when all scalar products
are equal to 1, and locations and times coincide), but actually it should be much
lower. Matching the values of W and Z is a very sensitive point in the whole
procedure. If we chose just to add up the values of Z for all locations in R, it would
give an unfair advantage to an R′ record containing too many trips starting from the
same location as one location in R. Some customer records actually have a very
simple structure, just daily repetitions of almost the same trip, and in experiments
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such records (as R′), were too often selected as best matches for R. Hence we should
prevent high values of Z from making excessive contributions to the whole score.
On the other hand, too low values of Z showing that the location is not represented
in R′, should produce a negative effect on the total measure of similarity. Hence a
special function of W and Z was defined for the contribution of the given location to
the total score (in the end the whole sum is divided by the sum of all weights in R to
make the result less dependent on the number of trips in R). We will denote the
result by α(R, R′).
To define the function mentioned in the preceding paragraph, a computation
was done, based on all matches between records of two neighbouring weeks
belonging to the same customer. This was a linear regression of Z by W, giving a
sort of expectation of Z for each given value of W. Similarly, a quadratic regression
was computed for the squared difference between W and the predicted “mean”
value, thus giving an estimation for the variance of Z for given W. Then in every
case the value of Z is normalized according to these estimated values (in fact, the
estimation for the variance obtained from the quadratic regression can be equal or
less than 0 for small values of W, and these cases are excluded from the
summation). Then the normalized value of Z is transformed by applying a function
such that it is monotone and has an upper bound (in a somewhat arbitrary manner it
was chosen to be 1–e–1.5(Z +1)), and then multiplied by W.

Symmetrisation
The similarity function α as defined above is deliberately asymmetric in R and R′,
and the initial idea was to look for the best match for R’ based on properties of R.
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The asymmetry is further enhanced by the choice of the scaling factors mentioned
above and is also dependent on R (to be discussed below). However, the final
version, a symmetric similarity function, was built by the following procedure. For
a pair (R, R′) four values are computed: α(R, R), α(R, R′), α(R′, R), and α(R′, R′).
By computing such vectors for a number of pairs, when it is known in each case
whether or not they belong to the same customer, we build a quadratic discriminant
function to distinguish between the two cases (no apriori probabilities are used,
hence the constant member of this function is arbitrary, but this does not affect the
search for maximum). It is the value of this function, denoted by δ(R, R′), that
serves as the symmetric measure of similarity.

Defining scaling factors
The scaling factors used above are needed to define which distance between two
starting locations is essential and which difference between starting times is
essential. The underlying idea is that the customer can choose arbitrarily or for
insignificant external reasons between several available starting points if they are
almost equally remote from the actual (unknown to us) starting location or from one
another.
Which distances are significant depends on the individual’s habits and
should be defined from this individual’s behaviour, though there is a default value
of a “small distance”. To infer the typical small distance for a specific customer,
distances are analysed between all pairs of points in the weekly record. Sorting
them in the ascending order we expect to find a gap between “small” and “big”
distances (we have a preset upper bound above, so only the gaps below the limit are
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considered). We are looking for bigger gaps, but only if a sufficient number of
distances are below the gap; so we multiply the size of the gap by the total weight of
distances below it, and take the lower end of the gap with the highest product (the
weight of a distance is the product of the weights of the two trips from which the
starting points were taken). If this procedure gives zero, the default value is used.
The value obtained is the value by which the distance between the two locations is
divided before squaring and adding to 1, as mentioned earlier. (A more theoretically
sound alternative to this primitive approach would be a kind of cluster analysis of
the set of distances, but many clustering procedures are also based on ad hoc
choices.)
For time differences, a similar approach is used, but a distinction is made
between morning trips on week days, which are expected to follow a more regular
pattern, and all other trips. So three time bands are defined: the division between
morning trips on week days and other trips on week days, the scaling factor for time
differences of general trips and another scaling factor for morning weekday trips. In
all three cases, the same approach is used as for distances, with a priori upper limits
and default values and the process of finding the “best gap”.
We note that the choice of scaling factors, based on a single individual, is
one more source of asymmetry between R and R′, because only R is used to define
the values.
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FINDING BEST MATCHES AMONG OTHER
CUSTOMERS
As said above, the simplest idea of finding the same customer in another week is,
for a given customer R, to find the R′ among the other week’s customers that
maximizes the value of α(R,R′), or alternatively, of α(R′,R) or δ(R,R′). Table 4 gives
the results for the week starting 6th September, 1998, with the other week starting
from 13th September, 1998.
Ticket type
Number of customers
Same customers present in the next week
Percentage of all customers
Best match by α(R,R′) is correct
Percentage of all customers
Best match by α(R′,R) is correct
Percentage of all customers
Best match by δ(R,R′) is correct
Percentage of all customers

433
622
528
84.9
354
56.9
254
40.8
345
55.5

457
1216
1007
82.8
490
40.3
268
22.0
445
36.6

705
397
340
85.6
273
68.8
205
51.6
262
66.0

710
160
147
91.9
127
79.4
92
57.5
121
75.6

Table 4: Results

Two obvious observations can be made from this table. First is that the fewer the
customers in a type, the better the results (with smaller choice it is harder to err).
The second is that, of the three types of similarity measures, the best results are
exhibited by α(R,R′), the first function (which was designed with this type of search
in mind).
We should also note the fact that the behaviour of a customer in the next
week might substantially change. First, the same customer may be simply absent in
the other week, e.g., because he/she had less than 4 trips. Second, even if the same
ticket is present in the other week, the pattern of usage might differ from the current
week beyond recognition, e.g., because someone else was using the ticket while the
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owner was not in need of it. Table 5 shows an example for a monthly ticket of the
type 433, serial number 233, in the weeks starting from September 13, 1998 and
September 20, 1998:
First week
0
2
2
4
6
6

19:57
20:10
20:54
20:33
19:59
21:03

(316058,234400)
(313520,238632)
(316058,234400)
(316698,239152)
(317906,247034)
(316058,234400)

Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop

L
G
L
M
N
L

Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop
Stop

L
S
T
P
Q
R

Second week
2
4
4
5
6
6

11:51
12:09
15:07
19:38
22:11
22:53

(316058,234400)
(326283,226966)
(313489,233710)
(322699,249962)
(326058,227760)
(316043,234465)

Table 5. An example of monthly ticket data
It would be interesting to estimate the number of such cases, but in order to compute
it from the data we need a formalization of the meaning of “differ beyond
recognition". For a fair assessment of the efficiency of our method this definition
should be independent from the functions we use in the search. Surveying examples
of pairs with the lowest values of the similarity function shows that very often
intuitively we can observe some similarity even if the function gives a low value.
Another thing to note is that in this respect the behaviour of customers with weekly
tickets may differ from that of monthly ticket users. It was actually observed that
the percentage of customer records discarded due to low usage is much lower for
weekly tickets; the obvious explanation is that if a weekly ticket user does not
expect to travel much in the next week, this type of ticket will not be purchased.
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The analysis presented here enables public transport companies to improve
their operations in a number of ways. Firstly, it helps the company to identify the
difference in travel patterns of core users. Secondly, the transfers between different
services allows the operator to see the demand for trips involving more than one
service and could potentially provide useful information on the development of new
services e.g. in the case where there is a large number of travellers starting from
origin A and ending at origin C with a transfer point at B, the operator might decide
to offer services starting at A and ending at C.

The data can also be used to

measure the possible waiting time at transfer points and to reduce this where
possible.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduced a method that facilitates finding customer Ticket
ID’s without knowing the identity of a passenger for longer than the validity of the
ticket itself. The method uses different sets of weights that are calculated comparing
weekly journey patterns of individual passengers. Data attributes such as time,
distance, direction, and starting location were used to calculate a weight which then
facilitates an estimate whether the two currently compared ticket ID’s originate
from the same customer or not.
The results revealed the following two main observations: The fewer the
customers in a ticket type the better the results. This observation has therefore a
negative influence for popular ticket types or for large networks with a small variety
of ticket types. The second observation is that α(R,R') achieves the best results.
Using α(R,R') on the ticket types 433, 457, 705 and 710 resulted in a positive ticket
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identification of 56.9%, 40.3%, 68.8% and 79.4% respectively. δ(R,R′) produces the
second best results which are marginally below the results calculated by α(R,R').
The method successfully identifies a percentage of passengers and their
ticket ID of the following validity period. Considering that behavioural studies are
mostly carried out on a smaller subset of passengers the proposed method may be
sufficient to chain together passengers’ weekly travel records.
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